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1. Introduction 

Let us consider a system of n first-order differential equations 

. "(t) - "( I 2 n t) - 1 X -X X ,X , ... ,X, , µ- , ... ,n, (1) 'g 

where the dot denotes differentiation x"(t) with respect to time t. It is known for 
a very long time "that, in some cases which we will specify later, it is possible to 
express the general solution as a nonlinear function of a finite number of particular 
solutions; it is of the form 

x=F(x1,X2,•••,Xm,C1, ... ,c.), xERn 
' 

(2) 

where x 1, ... , Xm are particular solutions (1), c1 , c2, ... , c, are arbitrary constants, 
and x(t) is the general solution. These relations are called nonlinear superposition 
formulas. Here x means a vector with elements x1, x2, ... , xn. 

An example of such systems is a homogeneous system of the first order linear 
differential equations, in which the general solution is expressed as a linear combi.c· 
nation of n linearly independent particular solutions. The other known example is 
the Riccati equation 

:i: = a(t) + b(t)x + c(t)x2, (3) 

where a(t), b(t), 'c(t) are continuous differentiable functions with respect to t. In 
this case, for any four solutions x;(t), i = 1, ... , 4, the relation 

X1(t)- X3(t) X2(t)- X4(t) U1 - U3 U2 - U4 
X1(t)- X4(t). X2(t)- X3(t) = -- . --U1 - U4 U2 - U3 

where x;(O) = u; are initial conditions, is valid. 

(4) 

In the general case, such systems of differential equations are connected with, the 
local Lie group G of transformations on a factor space M = G/G0 , where Go is a 
Lie subalgebra of G [1]. We recall this connection briefly. 

By the local Lie group G of transformations on the M, we understand a smooth 
mapping cp: G x M ➔ M, (we use the abbreviation c.p(9, u) = 9 · u), for which: a) 
e · u = u, for any u EM, where e is the unit element of the group G, b) for any two 
elements 91, 92 E G and any u E Mis 92 · (91 · u) = (9291) · u and c) 9 · u = u for 
any u EM imply 9 =e [2]. 

In the local coordinate system, we write x = 9 • u as 

µ f"( I N I n) x = a , ... ,a ,u , ... ,u , µ= 1, ... ,n, (5) 

where N is a dimension of the group G and ar, r = 1, ... , N, are their local coordi
nates. For x"(a,u), we can write 

Ox" N 
oar = E e~(x)v;(a), 

s=I 

l Bb Iit:!:SJ~ i:::,ilifl ti~;..m \ 
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n a 
where the vector fields X,(x) = - L (:(x)-

8 
obey the equations 

µ=l Xµ 

N 

[Xr, x.] = E c:.xt, 
1=1 

in which c;, are structure constants of the Lie algebra of the group G. 
Conversely, the vector fields Xk(x) determine the infinitesimal action of the local 

Lie group on the space M uniquely (2). 
Let g(t) = (a 1(t), ... ,aN(t)), t ER, be a curve in the Lie group G such that 

g(0) = e. This gives a curve in the space M. Derivation of equation (5) with respect 
to the parameter t gives, by using (6), the system of differential equations 

N 

x" = E (:(x)zr(t), µ = l, ... , n. (7) 
r=l 

In our paper we will deal with such systems connected with the Lie group SO(n + 
1, n). 

If the system of equations (1) has form (7), then there is a curve in some local 
coordinates on the Lie group G, which acts on the factor space M. In this case, it is 
possible to find the superposition formula (l]. Any particular solution of the system 
(7) can be written in the form 

Xk(t) = g(t) ·Uk, (8) 

where Uk = xk(0) is the initial condition. 
We express the action of the local group G by using action of this group to few 

points of the space M, which is supposed known. In principle, it means to find from 
the system of the equations 

X1 = f(a1, ... ,aN, u 1) 

X2 = f(a1, ... , aN, u2) 
(9) 

Xr = f(a 1, ... ,aN, Ur) 

the coordinates of the group ai. To be able to find the group coordinates ai, i = 
1, ... , N, we should use the action of r points. It is evident that the number r must 
fulfil the inequality nr;?:: N, where n is the dimension of M, and N is the dimension 
of the group G. 

If we solve this, then we are able to express the elements of Lie group G by 
means of the known transformations of r points in the form 

g = g(X1,X2, ... ,Xr, U1, U2, ... , Ur), (10) 

therefore 
X = g(xi, ... , Xr, Ui, ... , Ur) · U (11) 

2 

holds. Now we see that formula (11) is invariant with respect to the acti<?n of the 
local group G. . 

If x;(t), i = 1, ... , r, are known solutions of the system (7) for given functions 
zr(t). then any other solution x(t) of that system is given by (11). Therefore the 
relation (11) is the superposition formula [l]. · 

For example, the Riccati equation (3) is connected with the Lie group G = S L(2) 
that acts on the space M as · 

g(t). u = x(t) == a21(t) + ua22(t) , 
au(t) + ual2(t) 

when• we represented the elements of the group G by matrix ( au a 12 
) , with the 

a21 a22 

determinant equals to 1. 
In the eighties, there where a lot of papers (3]-(8] which were devoted to the 

systems of differential equations of this type and especially to finding the superposi
tion formulas for these systems. For the most part, the authors study the systems, 
which are connected with Lie groups SL(n, R) or SL(n, C). In the general paper (l] 
the methods are described that are used for constructing the superposition formu
las. They are demonstrated with examples, in which the Lie groups SL( n, R) and 
O(p + 1, n - p + l) act on simple projective spaces. 

In [3] the more general case of the projective matrix Riccati equation are studied 
for SL(2n, R) and SP(2n, R). In paper (4], the systems that arise from the action 
of SL(n, C) on the factor spaces SL(n, C)/O(n, C) and SL(2n, C)/SP(2n, C) are 
studied. Paper (5], is devoted to the superpo~ition formulas for rectangular-matrix 
Riccati equations on the space SL(n+k,C)/P(k), whereP(k) are special maximal 
parabolic subgroups of the SL(n + k, (?). In (6], the authors deal with systems 
connected with the Lie group SU(n,n), and in (7], th same method for SO(n,n) 
is used. Finally, in paper (8], the authors study the systems of equations that are 
connected with the action of Lie group SL(n, C) on the space M = SL(n, C)/G0 , 

where G0 is a special non-maximal parabolic subgroup. 
The authors mostly used a set of special solutions for reconstructing the group 

action on the space M. This approach simplifies the solution of(9). But on the 
other hand, we are not able to use the resulting superposition formulas directly for 
constructing the solution of the system on the basis any set of particular solutions. 
By means of the action of groups elements, we must first transform our particular 
solutions to a special set of particular solutions used in superposition formulas. 

In the next, we study the systems of equations (7) which are connected with 
the action of Lie group SO(n + 1, n) on the space M = SO(n + l, n)/ P, where P 
is one of the maximal parabolic subgroups. To our knowledge systems of this type 
were not studied so far. In distinction to the papers cited above, we do not choose 
a special set of particular solutions for reconstructing the group action on M, or, in 
the terminology of paper (l], we will construct group invariants which give nonlinear 
superposition formulas in implicit form. 
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2. Lie group SO(n + 1, n) and its Lie algebra 

In this section, we fix the notation. The Lie group SO(n + 1, n) is a group of real 
matrices G with dimension (2n + 1) x (2n + 1) that fulfil the equations 

GT -a-G = a, ( 
1 0 0) 

where a = 0 0 I , 
0 I 0 

( 12) 

GT denotes a transposed matrix and I is a unit matrix with dimension n x n. 
Matrix G is written in the form 

( 

911 gf2 gf3 ) 
G = g21 G22 G. 23 , 

g31 G32 <:;33 

(13) 

where g denotes a column vector, and gT is its transposed vector represented as 
row. Therefore ggT is an n x n matrix, and gT g is an inner product. 

If we insert (13) into (12) we obtain the following formulas for elements of the 

matrix G 
9f1 + gfig31 + gfig2t = 1 

911g12 + Gf2g31 + GLg21 = Q 

911g13 + Gf3g31 + GLg21 = 0 

g12gf2 + Gf2G32 + GI2G22 ~ 0 

g13gi3 + GLG33 + GLG23 = 0 

g12gf3 + GLG33 + GLG23 = I 
In this realization the Lie algebra so(n + 1, n) is given by real matrices 

A= 
( 

0 XT 

-z H 
-x y 

where wr = -W a yr= -Y. 

zT ) 
w ' 

-HT 

(14) 

In the group SO(n + 1, n), we take a subgroup G0 that is generated by the 
matrices 

( 

1 0 
G 0 = 0 D 

0 0 
0 · -z I Z 0 ·) ( 1 0 zT ) 

(D7 )-1 0 0 I , 

where the equality Z + zr + zzT = 0 holds. The factor space M = G/Go can be 
represented by the matrices 

U, XT O) 
I O , 
X I 

4 

when· X+X7 +xx7 = 0. As coordinates on lW, we choose x and the antisymmetric 
part of the matrix X; this means that 

1 
Y =X+-xx7

. 
2 

(15) 

Tlw action of tlw group G on the factor space M in these coordinates can be obtained 
from the equation 

( 

911 gf2 
g21 G22 
g31 G32 

gf3 ) 
G23 . 
G33 Uu 

( 

l XT 

= 0 I 
-x X 

UT O) 
I 0 
U I 

0 ) ( l 0 0 . 0 D 
I O 0 

0 
0 

(DT)-1 ) ( 

1 0 z
7

) 

. ~z ~ ~ . 

If we compare the coefficients on both sides of this equation, we obtain the following 
formulas 

D = G22 + g21U7 + G23U 

X = (DT)-1(g12 + 911U + UT g13) 

X = (G32 +~JUT+ G33U)D-1 
( 16) 

for the group elements. Because we restrict ourselves to the local Lie group, we can 
suppose that matrix D is invertible. 

Starting with the action of this group on the space M and by using the expansion 
to the first order. we derive an explicit expression for vector fields, in the basis of 
the algebra so(n + 1, n) in the representation (T9 f)(m) = /(9- 1 

• m). Specifically 
we get 

lii H 

X; H 

D;i I-+ 

Zi H 

W;i I-+ 

a 
01;j 
8 1 n 8 ----I>-ax, 2 r=I r /)}'~; 

a n • a 
Xj~ - I:ti,·ay. 

ux, r=l rJ 

n ( X;Xr) a 1 " ' fJ -I: lir + -2- ~ - 2 L }riX•ay 
r=l UXr r,s=I rs 

n a n a 
L(XjY,.;-x;Y,.j)~- L lirYi-saY. ' 
r=l UXr r,s=J rs 

whert' we define Y,.. = -Y.r-

5 



The system of differential equations (7) is in this case of the form 

x(t) 

Y(t) 

' 1 
a(t) - B(t)x - Yc(t) + 2xcT(t)x - YC(t)x 

1 
A(t) + 2 (xaT(t) - a(t)xT) - (YB(t) + BT(t)Y)+ 

1 
+-(Yc(t)xT + xcT(t)Y) - YC(t)Y 

2 

{17) 

where a(t) and c(t) are vector functions differentiable with respect tot; A(t), B(t) 
and C(t) are differentiable matrix functions, for which AT= -A, CT= -C and 
yT = -Y. 

This system of differential equation is the same as in the paper [9], where is given· 
classification of all systems of nonlinear ordinary differential equations of this type. 

~ 

3. Representations of the action of the group by means of particular 
solutions 

The system of equations (17) arises from the action of the Lie group SO(n + 1, n) 
on the factor space M = SO(n+ 1, n)/G0 • Therefore, one can find the superposition 
formula. The action of the gr~up SO(n + 1, n) on the space M is given by the 
relations (16). We try to express this action by means of any known solutions 
Xk = g · Uk. If xk(t) are solutions of the differential equations (17) with the initial 
conditions xk(0) = uk, we obtain the general solution x(t) with the initial condition 
x(0) = u in the form 

x( t) = G (XI ( t)' ... , Xr ( t), u I ' ... ' Ur) . u , 

where g(x1(t), ... ,xr(t),u1, ... ,ur) = g(t) is the expression of an element of the 
group G in terms of the known transformation. 

Dimension of the group SO(n + 1, n) is equal to n(2n + 1) and the dimension of 

the space M = SO( n + 1, n) / Go is n( n 
2
+ 1). So, to express N coordin<J,tes of the 

group elements by using the known solutions, we must know at least r solutions, 

where r fulfils the inequality n(2n + 1) :S n(n 
2
+ l) r. Consequently, for n = l, it is 

sufficient to known three particular solutions, and for n > 1, we must know at least, 
four particular solutions of the system (17). 

By X; we denote a vector, and by X; = Y; -1 x;xf, a matrix for and ith solution 

of the system of differential equations (17) with initial conditions u; and U;; D; is 
an invertible matrix defined for an appropriate solution by the first equation in (16). 
Further, we denote U;k = u; - uk, X;k = X; - Xk. Similarly, we define X;k and U;k. 
Temporarily we suppose that all matrices which we will use in our calculations are 
invertible. 

6 

} 

(} 
l 

From equation (16) we obtain some coordinates of elements of the group G. 
Readily we discover that for indices i and k, the relations 

g13 = (UfAT1 · (DT X; - Dfxk - guu;k) 

G23 = (D; - Dk - g21ufAJUii:1 

G33 = (X;D; - XkDk - g31Uh,) • Uii:1 

g12 = DTx; - 9uU; - UT g13 

G22 = D; - g21uf - G23U; 

G32 = X;D; -g31uf - G33U; 

are valid. If we now apply these equations to (14), after a simple algebra we obtain 
the following formulas 

g; I + gf1g31 + gf1g21 = 1 

Df. (gux; + g31 + xr g21) = U; 

Df. (x;~r + xr + Xk). Dk= u;uf + ur + Uk 

From the second equation in (18) we cah express 

g21 = -(X'Ec)-1 [911X; - (Df)-1u;] - (Xf;r1 
[guXk - (DT)- 1

uk] 

g31 = Xf(Xh,)-1 [guX; - (Df)-1u;] + Xf(Xf;r
1 

[g11Xk - (Dfr
1
uk] 

Next we use the notation 

nik = X;Xf + Xf + Xk 

W;k = U;Uf + Uf + Uk 

h; = 911X; - (Dfr
1
u; 

It is easy to see that the relations 

'x;xr + nik + nki = 0 

u;uf + Wik + Wki = 0 

and 

and 

ni = nki 
wT,. = Wki 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

are valid. By simple algebraic calculations from equations (18) and (19) for any i, 
j, and k, we derive the followi.ng formulas 

Dfn;kDk = w;k 

hk + xfk. (Xf;)-1h; + xr,.. (Xf;)-1h; = o 
9i1 + [hfXil}xk + hfXki-1x;] · [xf(x'Ecr1h, + xf(Xf;r1hk]

-hfXii:1n;k(xf;r1hk - hfX;;/nk;(xZ:r1h, = 1. 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

We found the system of equations from which it is possible to determine the matrix 
(13). Since we restricted ourselves to the neighbourhood of the point t = 0, we 

7 



can suppose that matrices Di(t) are invertible. From the relation (21) it follows 
that in this neighbourhood matrices nik(k) and Wki are simultaneously invertible or 
non-invertible. So, it is easy to see that, if matrix Wik is invertible, it is enough 
to know only one solution of this system Di for one value of i. We can find other 
Dk from equation (21). If we know Di explicitly, the equation (23) is a quadratic 
equation with respect to 911 • The odd equations can then give the matrices Di. 

We enunciate the previous account in terms of the following theorem. 

Theorem: Let x;(t) and Y;(t), i = 1, 2, 3, be three solutions of the equation 

(17), X;(t) = Y;(t) - ½ x;x;, u; = x;(0), U; = X;(0) and let the matrices V;k 

be invertible. Then, there is a neighbourhood of the point t = 0, matrices D;(t), 
i = 1, 2, 3, D;(O) = I, and function 911 (t), 911 (0) = 1 such, that, for them formulas 
(21 ), (22), and (23) are true. 

4. The superposition formulas 

In the previous sections, we formulated conditions (21)-(23} that are valid for 
any three solutions of the system (17). Although we are not able to solve the system 
(21)-(23) explicitly, it is possible to derive, from them, certain relations for solutions 
of the system of differential equations. 

We suppose that we have five solutions of this system, and there exists the inverse 
matrix to Wik for any i -::f k, i, k = l, ... , 5. Then from the equation (21), we obtain 

D -ln-l(DT)-1 = -I 
k Hrk r wrk . 

If we now multiply the equation (21) by this equation from the left, and then, by 
(21) from the left for the couple (ri), we obtain equation 

Dffl;kfl;f flriDi = W;kw;,,
1
Wri, (24) 

that is true for any i, k, and r. We multiply this equation further from the right by 
the inverse equation (24) for the ternary (sti). Then, we obtain 

-I -I -In n-ln ·D· _ -I :-1 . -I . D; nti n1.n;. HikHrk Hr, 1 - wti WtsW,. W,kWrk w,., 

which is true for any (ikrst). If now we puts = k in this equation, we obtain, for 
any four solutions of (17), the relation 

-1 -1 -in O _ -1 -1 . D; n.; n,knrk ri i - w.; WskWrk Wr,. (25} 

It means that matrices n;/n.kn;f nri and w;;,1w.kw;/wri are similar. Therefore, all 
their invariants are identical. 

Now, we will use this interesting property of the solution of differential equations 
(17) to obtain superposition formulas of the system ( 17} for small n. 

8 
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For 11 = I we get the Lie group SO(2, 1 ). In this case, the vector x is reduced to 

the number i·. and Y = 0. From this we have X; = -½ :rf and fl;k = -½ (x; - Xk)
2 

. 

l11 this case. equation (25) has after the extraction form 

. r. - l'k :rr - X; Us - Uk Ur - U; ----·----=---------
:r.-:r; :Tr-l:k Xu - U; Ur - Uk 

That rqm,sents the well-k11own superposition formula ( 4) for the Riccati equation 
(3). This is a consequence of.the isomorphism between so(2. l) and sl(2). 

Now. we will study the case 11 = 2. that is the Lie group SO(3, 2). In this case, 
we have 

y = ( 0 .r3
) 

-:l:3 0 
and 1 ( -xf 

X = 2 -:r1:r2 - 2:r3 
-X1X2 + 2:r3 ) 

2 • 
-X2 

If l I t . f ti .,,, I . b (il (i) (i) b . we c enote t 1e componen s o . 1e 1 so ut1011 y .r 1 , x 2 a x 3 , we o tam 

det(U;k) = i (4(u~i) - u~k))2 
- (u~ilu\kl - u\ilu~k))

2
) 

and the determinants of the matrices fl;k and w;k are 

where 

1 2 
det(fl;k) = 4 /::i.ik and 

1 2 
det(w;k) = 4 oik, (26) 

/::i.;k = 2xt) - 2J:1k) + x~i) x\kl - x\i) x~k) and O;k = 2ut> - 2u1k) + ut>u\kl - u\iluik). 

(27) 
We see that the conditions for the matrices U;k to be invertible imply the invertibility 
for matrices Wik• 

If we 110w take the determinant in equation (25) we obtain for any four different 
solutions the equa.lity 

f::i.sk l::i.ri Osk Ori 

/::i.,; . /::i.rk = Osi . Ork · 
(28) 

As it was mentioned above, in this case, we can construct the general solutio11 of the 
system ( 17} by using four particular solutions. Take now five solutions, for which 
from (28) we obtain independent equations 

/::i.24 /::i.13 024 013 /::i.34 !::i.12 034 012 

/::i.14 !::i.23 - 014 023' /::i.14 /::i.23 = 014 023 
(29) 

!::i.2s . /::i.13 _ 02s . 013 /::i.35 . l::i.12 _ 03r, . 012 /::i.4s . l::i.12 _ 04s . 012 (30) 
l::i.1r, l::i.n - 01r, 023 ' !::i.1s l::i.23 - dts 023 ' !::i.1s /::i.24 - Ots 024 

9 



Equations (30) are understood as a system of linear equations for x\5 >, x~5
), and 

x~5
). This system has a solution when its determinant D( t) is different from zero. 

By direct calculation for t = 0, we obtain 

D(0) = ( 01s-025)( 013-014+034)-( 015-035)( 012-014 +024)+( 01s-04s)( 012-013+023). 
(31) 

The terms in the second parentheses do not depend on u~i) and are not identical zero. 
Because the terms in first parentheses depend on u~i) - ut>, this determinant is not 
identical zero for any possible initial conditions u; and U;. As the determinant D(t) 
is given by the solutions of system (17) which are continuous and D(0) =/:- 0, there 
is any neighbourhood oft = 0, in which the determinant D(t) =/:- 0. We see that, 
in this neighbourhood we can determine, from the system of the equations (30), 

the solutions xl5l, x~5
) and x~5

) of the system of differential equations ( 17) by using 
the particular solution x;, Y; for i = 1, ... , 4. In other words, formulas (28) give 
the implicit form of nonlinear superposition formulas for the system of differential 
equations (17) which is connected with the action of the Lie group S0(3, 2) on space 
M. 

Comments: Equations (29) imply that four solutions are not fully independent. For 
example, if we know three solutions x;, Y;, i = 1, 2, 3, and from the fourth we know 
x14

), we can obtain xl4l and x~4
) from (29). This is a consequence of the fact that 

the reconstruction of action of the group requires only 10 independent functions. 

5. Conclusions 

The main results of this paper are the following: 
1. We constructed systems of first-order ordinary differential equations that 

arise from the infinitesimal action of the local Lie group SO( n + l, n) on the factor
space M = SO(n + l, n)/ P, where Pis one of the maximal parabolic subgroups of 
SO(n + 1, n). These systems allow a superposition formula. 

2. We found any set of invariants for these systems which are expressed in terms 
the solutions. These are invariants of matrices nik• The matrices n;k play, in our 
case, a similar role as the matrix anharmonic ratio for projective matrix Riccati 
equations in [3]. 

3. In the case of S0(3, 2), we proved that, from these invariant it is possible 
to find the general solution of our system on the basis of four particular solutions. 
Therefore, in this case, these set of invariants gives implicit nonlinear superposition 
formula. It is necessary to note, that, even though the local groups S0(3, 2) and 
SP( 4, R) are isomorphic, our system of differential equations differs from the one 
studied in [3] for the Lie group SP( 4, R), because we use another maximal parabolic 
subgroup for constructing the space M. 
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